Commentary

Healthcare Costs –

Some more thoughts from the ground

T

he many letters in the local press
in the months of September and
October show concern about
healthcare costs. Some suggestions have
been offered, and they merit further
thought. There are also other thoughts
that have so far not been raised in the
rounds of vocal responses this year.

MAKING THE GP THE CENTRE
OF GRAVITY
Making the general practitioner (GP) the
centre of gravity has been proffered as a
strategy that will help to reduce healthcare
costs. The number of patients seen per
day by the GP has dropped from 40 to
33 in the last 8 years from 1993 to 2001.
Yet, we are going to train 300 doctors
a year. Assuming 50% of each cohort
will be GPs, there will be 150 GPs joining
the workforce every year. They will
have no work to do, unless the hospitals
decant some work to them.
What can the hospitals decant?
Chronic stable conditions will certainly
be one group of conditions. At the
moment, the situation is such that it is
difficult for patients to see their GPs
for such care. Many companies will not
pay for this kind of expenditure, but
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diagnostic equipment and manpower
costs. KKH also assured readers that the
fee increases incurred were not a quick
fix to address an immediate deficit
problem but to correct historical underpricing in its fee structure (ST, 25 Sep).
The Zao Bao Forum Page (2 Oct)
also reported on the Minster of State’s
mention of the four-pronged approach
to minimise the impact of the increase
in the healthcare cost on the public. The
report highlighted the four approaches:
by having small, regular fee increases, by
subsidising healthcare for the middle and
lower income Singaporeans; by helping
Singaporeans to save for their healthcare
needs through Medisave; and by providing
a safety net – the Medifund.
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paradoxically, they will be willing to
pay for fees chalked up from hospital
visits. Government servants receive a flat
rate of $10 reimbursement for a GP visit,
irrespective of acute or chronic care.
Thus, there is scope for leaders in the
GP fraternity to work with the Consumer
Association of Singapore (CASE) and the
Singapore National Employers Foundation
(SNEF) on how we could persuade our
employers that it will be cost-effective to
involve our GPs to provide the stepped
down care that these patients need.
We can certainly build capacity for
GPs to be more involved in the care of
such patients. It is likely that with an
ageing population, the care of chronic
diseases is going to be an increasing
area of work. So will be home care.
The College of Family Physicians,
Singapore (CFPS) has taken the right
step in having a distance learning CME
course on home care.

So, there is a proliferation of more
and more expensive drugs.
We can reduce drug costs by more
prudent prescribing. Thus, we need to
ask ourselves if the patient really needs
the number of drugs prescribed.

DRUG COSTS
Drug costs are certainly a big expenditure
item. But by how much is the latest drug
better than the existing armamentarium
of drugs? There are sadly not enough
head-on trials to decide on such things.

CONCLUSION
Certainly, healthcare has progressed
in its complexity. We need to work out
what healthcare strategies will make a
difference to health status and what will
give the “best bang for the buck”. ■

said that to a certain extent, supplyinduced demand was present in
Singapore, as evidenced by the rapid
rise in utilisation of specialist and high
tech care following the restructuring
exercise. It is difficult to pass on more
of the cost increases directly to patients
and their families. Practical application
of cost containment measures and health
services research into the efficiency
and cost-effectiveness of alternative
systems and methods are needed in the
search for solutions to rising healthcare
expenditure in Singapore.
In response to Prof Arthur Lim’s
letter on some ways to limit healthcare
cost increases (ST, 15 Oct), MOH replied
that its plan is to keep the Singapore
General Hospital and the National
University Hospital as the only two
tertiary hospitals in Singapore, and for
the Northern General Hospital (NGH)
to be modelled after the Changi
General Hospital. It called for Prof Lim

to propose a plan for the northern
region in lieu of the NGH, and explain
how privatising the NGH and the
Singapore National Eye Centre would
bring costs down. It also added that
MOH would be happy to consider
contracting services to the private
sector if it could offer lower costs with
the same or better service quality,
including the possibility of the private
sector treating subsidised patients
and building and operating the NGH
(ST, 25 Oct). Parkway Group had also
offered to run the northern general
hospital if the government provided
the doctors and nurses (ST, 21 Oct).

PREVENTION IS STILL BETTER
THAN CURE
The old adage “prevention is better
than cure” remains true. We need to
do more of that. The big killers of
diabetes, strokes and heart attacks
can often be traced to adverse lifestyles
and failure to take sensible measures
directed at diet, exercise and weight
control. Attention to these will really
make a difference to disease burden
from the individual, family and national
perspectives. Lower disease burden
means lower healthcare expenditure.
Let us work towards how to continue
to keep ourselves healthy.

CONCLUSION
The public has been vocal in this round
of healthcare cost increase in the
hospitals. There is a case to be made that
there is a need to take an objective look
at the complex situation. What is clear
is that there are no quick solutions. ■
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